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Introduction

Primary Phonics: Easy Readers is a set of 22 highinterest, reproducible short stories for children in years 1
to 3. Each reader consists of seven illustrated pages of text
plus one additional page of suggested words to study. These
easy-to-read, phonics-based stories are designed to appeal
to young emergent readers as well as to engage more skilled
readers.
Primary Phonics: Easy Readers begins simply with short
vowel patterns (cat, rat, etc.) and gradually moves into vowel
phonograms (squeak, game, light, etc.) and then to multisyllable words and patterns (tumble, ballot, decoder, etc.).
Functional sight words as well as context words important
to the story theme are also incorporated. Page 8 of each reader
provides a “Words to Study” list that includes phonetic words,
functional sight words and context words.
The readers begin with simple text that repeats words,
phrases and sentences to make it more predictable. The
stories gradually build in length from short sentences to
short paragraphs aimed at the more skilled reader. Words,
story content, theme and vocabulary also grow in complexity.
Throughout each story, charming illustrations aid the reader,
giving clues to decoding, vocabulary or story comprehension.
At the end of each selection, children have a chance to “wrap it
all up” by writing the appropriate word on a blank.
Each of the readers focuses on a subject of great interest
to children. Students will delight in the whimsy of “The Dog and
the Frog” and the imaginative content of “A Pirate in My Room”.
They will applaud the problem solving of the child with “The Too
New Shoes” and that of Jason in “Jason and the Bully”. And
they will surely have fun with dragons in “A Dragon for
Margaret” and the great mystery in “The Magic
Decoder”.
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How to Make Easy Readers

Duplicate the pages for each Easy Reader. Cut the pages
apart and place them in the correct number sequence from
1 to 8. Trim if necessary. For the cover, fold a sheet of
cardboard or coloured copy paper in half. Insert the Easy
Reader pages and staple down the fold. Write the title of
the reader on the front cover with felt pen after placing a
protective sheet under the cover page. Have children write
their name at the bottom of their reader’s cover. Children
may decorate their book covers and colour in the readers’
pictures.

How to Use Easy Readers

Easy Readers may be used as a supplement to the regular
reading program in the mainstream class as well as in the
special education classroom. Each child should have their own
copy of the Easy Readers. Children may store their personal
readers in a shoe box and read them independently or with
a partner in their free time. Or one set may be kept in the
classroom for the children to use. Easy Readers are also
ideal for children to take home and share with family and
friends.
Easy Readers should be used flexibly. For instance, “The
Hat” can be used to reinforce a rhyme pattern, as in hat,
rat, cat. “Best Pals” can be used with children who need
reinforcement in understanding the vowel-consonant-e
pattern (Kate, bike, rope, etc.).
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1

Silly Willy was giving
a birthday party. It was
his birthday party.

Silly Willy

2

He made a cake with blue
and green frosting.
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3

He made a pink drink.
He blew up balloons.

4

Silly Willy tacked up the Pin
the Tail game. “This is going to
be my best birthday party,” he
said.
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5

Silly Willy was ready for
the party.
“Oh, no!” he said. “I did not
send the cards!”

6

Just then, there was a knock
on the door. Silly Willy opened
the door.
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7

“Happy birthday, Silly Willy,”
cried everyone.
“How did you know it was my
birthday?” asked Silly Willy.
“A little __________ told us!”
cat bird

know
made
cake
game
blew
blue
green
tail
cards
bird

8

balloons
birthday
party
ready
told
there
opened

Words to Study

